The Sounds of Silents: An Interview with Carl Davis
By John C. Tibbetts

“Since seeing my first movie at age four, I have been interested in films,” remembers composer Carl Davis. “And to me that meant being also interested in film music. Even the so-called silent movies, which I saw as a boy at the Museum of Modern Art, fascinated me with the idea of putting music to images. Nowadays, with my television projects, concerts, ballets, and recordings, it’s a regular part of what I do for a living.”

Indeed, Davis is the complete artist of the New Millennium, a man of all media, a composer adaptable to any musical demand. Constantly in motion, this transplanted American has composed for radio plays, Off-Broadway revues, the Royal Shakespeare Company, and the English National Ballet. For the BBC he scored several television documentary series, including Jeremy Isaacs’ legendary World at War, Cold War, and the forthcoming mega-series, History of Britain. His motion picture scores include Ken Russell’s The Rainbow (1988) and Karel Reisz’ The French Lieutenant’s Woman (1981). In the 1980s and 1990s he wrote all the music for the 13-part Thames Television series, Hollywood, and for several documentary series about the silent film era for Channel Four Television and PBS (The Unknown Chaplin, Buster Keaton: A Hard Act to Follow, Harold Lloyd: The Third Genius, and Cinema Europe). Recent television projects include Pride and Prejudice, seen on PBS. As part of the Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra’s 150th anniversary celebration, he collaborated with Paul McCartney on the Liverpool Oratorio, which was premiered and conducted by Davis at the Anglican Cathedral, Liverpool in June 1991. Two years later he took up the baton of Artistic Director and Conductor of that orchestra’s annual “Summer Pops” Season. In the last three years he has conducted the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, the Philharmonia, the Royal Scottish National Orchestra, and the Scottish Chamber Orchestra. A consummate showman, he has produced numerous recordings for Decca, Collins Classics, and EMI; and he has performed orchestral programs and “live” accompaniments to silent films in festivals in Florence, Barcelona, Tel Aviv, Rome, and the United States.

Millions of film enthusiasts around the world know Carl Davis best for his silent film scores, most of which were written for the brilliant British film historian/ producer Kevin Brownlow. Davis belongs to a select company of other classically-trained composers who have indulged in silent film scoring, like Camille Saint-Saens (L’Assassinat de duc de Guise, 1909), Eric Satie (Entr’acte, 1924), Paul Hindemith (Krazy Kat at the Circus, 1927), Artur Honegger (La Roue, 1922 and Napoleon, 1927), and Jacques Ibert (The Italian Straw Hat, 1927), to name just a few. More unusual is the fact that he has composed for both silent and sound films, joining such luminaries as Dmitri Shostakovich, who not only worked in the silent period on The New Babylon (1929) but who scored Grigory Kosintsev’s sound film, Hamlet (1963).

On a particularly bright January morning in 1998, Carl Davis invited me to his home in the suburb of Barnes, just across the Hammersmith bridge from South London. It’s an “odd corner of London,” he says about the collection of winding streets and picturesque houses. Portions of the local church preserve the original Norman architecture. Nearby dwellings date back to the early seventeenth century and the days of cloaks and daggers, when Queen Elizabeth and her entourage would sail up the river in her barge for a game of bowls. Up the street is the Olympic Building, where the early “flickers” used to flash across the big screen at the turn of the century.
Davis’ home is itself a cross-section of local history. Its rambling structure dates back to 1910, but its interior has been recently refurbished into living rooms and working areas ideally designed for both the family man and the working professional. Here, in the top-floor study, the cold sunlight of a January morning pours through the windows, burnishing the large black concert grand and glancing off the glass-framed wall poster announcing the 1980 London premiere of Abel Gance’s 1927 French epic film, Napoleon, for which he wrote the orchestral accompaniment. Look twice at the picture and you realize there’s something amiss: That from below the brim of Napoleon’s three-cornered hat beams Davis’ face, a characteristically elfin grin spreading across his puckish features—an inkling to one and all that this highly “respectable” composer possesses a maverick sense of humor.

As we share our mid-morning tea, bookshelves crowd around us, bulging with thousands of items, ranging from recordings of Bix Beiderbecke to opera scores by Bellini and Delibes. A BAFTA (British Academy of Film and Television Arts) award, in recognition of his score for The French Lieutenant’s Woman, adorns a side table. Strung across the piano are manuscript sketches for a new work for Channel Four television, A Dance to the Music of Time, and from the documentary series from Ted Turner/Flashback Television, Cold War.

Poised between history old and new, music classical and pop, media television and film, movies silent and sound, the sixty-four year old Carl Davis keeps his options open. Although he’s a native of Brooklyn, New York, he’s been living in London for many years. Yet—“I am emphatically not an English citizen,” he declares. “I don’t want to close the door. I still have very strong emotional ties to America.”

He ruefully admits, however, that his education in America was a “checkered” affair. The years spent at one of the city colleges in Queens he categorizes as a “disaster” But later at the New England Conservatory of Music and Bard College in upstate New York he met two men who were to become influential mentors, Boris Goldovsky and the late Robert Shaw. “I was impassioned about opera in those days, and Goldovsky had a special talent for making it accessible to general audiences. That’s something I’ve never forgotten.

“Then, in 1954 Shaw came up to prepare a chorus for a recording for RCA. I was only eighteen and very bold. So I got a job with him as accompanist. We toured the States in 1955-1956 and a few years later I worked with him on some recordings. I learned a lot about blending the popular and classical repertoires (which, come to think of it, I’ve been doing ever since!). We continued to work together in the early ‘60s when he toured Eastern Europe and when he went to Moscow to do the first performance of the Bach B Minor Mass. There are a lot of negative things you could say about Shaw, but he was brilliant at getting a chorus to sing. I mean, they became a united, organic instrument for him. And they always had a very distinctive sound, even though the individual members of the choir were always coming and going. He always chose voices that he knew would work in an ensemble—not too wobbly, not too loud, not too shrill. They may not have been very distinctive solo voices, but they were very good. I remember when Shaw was starting an enormous tour of Eastern Europe in 1961, and his pianist was a woman named Harriet Wingreen, whose family had been destroyed by the Nazis in the War. She told Shaw she would not play in Germany, no matter what. So he asked me to come to Berlin and play for the Chorale, and I did. Very few members were the ones I knew from the mid-1950s. Yet the sound was the same, and the virtuosity was the same. I could not have distinguished between the two ensembles, past and present. Never mind what he did with his arms (which were not too helpful!) or what he thought about the music. He just had this way of imposing his personality on the chorus. I mean, that was really fabulous.
A defining moment for Davis came one day when the Shaw Chorale arrived in Philadelphia for a concert date. “It was a sort of mystical thing,” he recalls, “—at least for me. I was downtown, killing time, standing in the center of a music store where a lot of blank manuscript pages were laid out on a table. I looked at the white pages, and it suddenly struck me—‘God, I want to fill that up; that looks very attractive to me! To this day, I can’t stand to see empty staves! I’m superstitious about it!’

Working with contemporary film directors has sometimes tested his abilities to assist collaboratively on a given project. For *French Lieutenant’s Woman*, based on the novel by John Fowles, he encountered the formidable director, Karel Reisz, an intellectual who came out of the Free Cinema movement in England in the mid-1950s. “Karel is a real poet,” acknowledges Davis, “but like several directors, he has a terrible time articulating anything about music. He’s quiet and rather withdrawn at times. I had to pull things out of him, to play things for him, to understand what he wanted. It’s the sort of thing where ‘he knows it when he hears it.’

But he displayed a remarkable sensitivity in relating the music to the story. The movie was quite complex, you know—a film within a film, which interwove events in both Victorian times and modern times. Karel would tell me to sometimes to use a Victorian style of music for the modern sequences, and at other times to reverse that, to use a more modern sound for the Victorian scenes. I think this technique worked well to bind the characters together, old and new, fictional and real. As a result of our work together I was going to compose for another picture of his, *Sweet Dreams*, the Patsy Kline story; but it didn’t work out.”

Davis’ happiest and most extensive collaborations have been with historian/documentary filmmaker Kevin Brownlow. History was made—and re-made, as it were—when the two collaborated in 1979 on the Thames Television documentary series, *Hollywood*, a thirteen-hour celebration of the glory days of the American silent film. “It was an immediate success all over the world,” says Davis. “In the euphoria of all that, I thought, ‘Now that I’ve composed music for three-or-four hundred movie excerpts, why don’t I try to score a complete silent film?’ Well, Kevin, in the meantime, had restored the complete *Napoleon*, a four-hour silent classic directed by Abel Gance in 1927. Eventually, there would be two rival music scores to his restoration—Francis Ford Coppola’s American version, scored by his father, Carmine [who had scored *The Godfather*], which had to be cut down to around four hours; and mine, the complete one, which would clock in at five hours. We got the ‘okay’ for the funding from Thames in

*(Mahler, 1974), and Franz Liszt (Lisztomania, 1975).* Ken has this habit of piling up classical music excerpts on the soundtracks of the first cuts of his films, just to get a sense of how picture and music might work together. But I was supposed to write an original score for *The Rainbow*, which was an adaptation of the D.H. Lawrence novel—which is not about music at all. Ken went ahead and compiled a test score for the first cut of the movie with stuff from Debussy, Bartok, and Rachmaninoff. That left me having to replace those masterpieces with my own stuff. It felt like I was coming out a loser! Ken told me once that he preferred the score to be written before he actually shot the movie! But you have to say he is completely involved with music and picture; he’s very passionate about it. I can also say he did listen to my own ideas, too. That was when I tried to keep matters from being very ‘Mickey-Mousey’—you know, where you imitate too closely every gesture and mood with shifts in the music. I had to restrain him about that.”

With director Ken Russell, Davis encountered an artist who has definite ideas about the musical needs of his pictures. Indeed, Russell’s love for classical music has resulted in a number of films about famous composers, including Tchaikovsky (*The Music Lovers*, 1970), Gustav Mahler (*Mahler*, 1974), and Franz Liszt (*Lisztomania*, 1975). Ken has this habit of piling up classical music excerpts on the soundtracks of the first cuts of his films, just to get a sense of how picture and music might work together. But I was supposed to write an original score for *The Rainbow*, which was an adaptation of the D.H. Lawrence novel—which is not about music at all. Ken went ahead and compiled a test score for the first cut of the movie with stuff from Debussy, Bartok, and Rachmaninoff. That left me having to replace those masterpieces with my own stuff. It felt like I was coming out a loser! Ken told me once that he preferred the score to be written before he actually shot the movie! But you have to say he is completely involved with music and picture; he’s very passionate about it. I can also say he did listen to my own ideas, too. That was when I tried to keep matters from being very ‘Mickey-Mousey’—you know, where you imitate too closely every gesture and mood with shifts in the music. I had to restrain him about that.”

Davis’ happiest and most extensive collaborations have been with historian/documentary filmmaker Kevin Brownlow. History was made—and re-made, as it were—when the two collaborated in 1979 on the Thames Television documentary series, *Hollywood*, a thirteen-hour celebration of the glory days of the American silent film. “It was an immediate success all over the world,” says Davis. “In the euphoria of all that, I thought, ‘Now that I’ve composed music for three-or-four hundred movie excerpts, why don’t I try to score a complete silent film?’ Well, Kevin, in the meantime, had restored the complete *Napoleon*, a four-hour silent classic directed by Abel Gance in 1927. Eventually, there would be two rival music scores to his restoration—Francis Ford Coppola’s American version, scored by his father, Carmine [who had scored *The Godfather*], which had to be cut down to around four hours; and mine, the complete one, which would clock in at five hours. We got the ‘okay’ for the funding from Thames in

*(Mahler, 1974), and Franz Liszt (Lisztomania, 1975).* Ken has this habit of piling up classical music excerpts on the soundtracks of the first cuts of his films, just to get a sense of how picture and music might work together. But I was supposed to write an original score for *The Rainbow*, which was an adaptation of the D.H. Lawrence novel—which is not about music at all. Ken went ahead and compiled a test score for the first cut of the movie with stuff from Debussy, Bartok, and Rachmaninoff. That left me having to replace those masterpieces with my own stuff. It felt like I was coming out a loser! Ken told me once that he preferred the score to be written before he actually shot the movie! But you have to say he is completely involved with music and picture; he’s very passionate about it. I can also say he did listen to my own ideas, too. That was when I tried to keep matters from being very ‘Mickey-Mousey’—you know, where you imitate too closely every gesture and mood with shifts in the music. I had to restrain him about that.”

With director Ken Russell, Davis encountered an artist who has definite ideas about the musical needs of his pictures. Indeed, Russell’s love for classical music has resulted in a number of films about famous composers, including Tchaikovsky (*The Music Lovers*, 1970), Gustav Mahler (*Mahler*, 1974), and Franz Liszt (*Lisztomania*, 1975). Ken has this habit of piling up classical music excerpts on the soundtracks of the first cuts of his films, just to get a sense of how picture and music might work together. But I was supposed to write an original score for *The Rainbow*, which was an adaptation of the D.H. Lawrence novel—which is not about music at all. Ken went ahead and compiled a test score for the first cut of the movie with stuff from Debussy, Bartok, and Rachmaninoff. That left me having to replace those masterpieces with my own stuff. It felt like I was coming out a loser! Ken told me once that he preferred the score to be written before he actually shot the movie! But you have to say he is completely involved with music and picture; he’s very passionate about it. I can also say he did listen to my own ideas, too. That was when I tried to keep matters from being very ‘Mickey-Mousey’—you know, where you imitate too closely every gesture and mood with shifts in the music. I had to restrain him about that.”

Davis’ happiest and most extensive collaborations have been with historian/documentary filmmaker Kevin Brownlow. History was made—and re-made, as it were—when the two collaborated in 1979 on the Thames Television documentary series, *Hollywood*, a thirteen-hour celebration of the glory days of the American silent film. “It was an immediate success all over the world,” says Davis. “In the euphoria of all that, I thought, ‘Now that I’ve composed music for three-or-four hundred movie excerpts, why don’t I try to score a complete silent film?’ Well, Kevin, in the meantime, had restored the complete *Napoleon*, a four-hour silent classic directed by Abel Gance in 1927. Eventually, there would be two rival music scores to his restoration—Francis Ford Coppola’s American version, scored by his father, Carmine [who had scored *The Godfather*], which had to be cut down to around four hours; and mine, the complete one, which would clock in at five hours. We got the ‘okay’ for the funding from Thames in
August 1980, and the premiere was to be on November 30. So I had to put together five hours of music in just three months!”

A daunting challenge, indeed—the longest score ever composed for a film. I glance once again at the Napoleon poster on the far wall, the one with Davis’ own features peering out from under the hat. I realize now this is no whimsical piece of identification. Davis, the upstart American, like the legendary Corsican, is capable of a few “Napoleonic gestures” of his own.

Under the supervision of producer David Gill and Brownlow, Davis worked in the fashion he continues to pursue to this day: For the strictly historical sequences he wrought an eclectic blend of classical quotations from composers contemporary to Napoleon’s time, like Mehul, Gretry, Cherubini, Dittersdorf, Gossec, and, of course, Beethoven. “Since Gance’s film ended with Napoleon leading an army of liberation into Italy in the last years of the 18th century—before the time Beethoven grew disillusioned with him—I felt justified in quoting Beethoven’s music. You can’t avoid the fact that there is a good ‘match’ between Beethoven and Napoleon. Both were so dynamic, intense, and direct in their actions. I researched all the sources of Beethoven’s ‘Eroica’ theme—the piano variations, the ballet Prometheus, and, of course, the Third Symphony—and used all of them in the score.”

In addition, Davis culled authentic tunes and folk songs from the Revolutionary period, as well as quotations from Artur Honegger’s 1927 score to the film. He juxtaposed Honegger’s setting of Mehul’s Chant de depart in counterpoint to the “La Marseillaise.” “I knew that silent film composers before me had always drawn upon the classics,” Davis says, “so it seemed a valid thing to do.”

Indeed, amassing the score was a veritable “research project,” as he calls it. “I learned all sorts of things. For example, when I found out that Napoleon once remarked he could listen to an aria from Paisiello’s opera, Nina, every day of his life, I decided to use it in the picnic scene in Corsica.” For scenes of a more subjective nature, Davis composed original music of his own, such as the “Josephine de Beauharnais” theme and the “Eagle” theme—a recurring leitmotif deployed in tandem with Gance’s repeated imagery of the Napoleonic bird as a symbol of the French “spirit of freedom.”

Napoleon premiered on a Sunday morning, November 30, 1980, at the Empire Theater in Leicester Square. “It seemed like all of London was there,” recalls Davis. “The Wren Orchestra was in the pit and I conducted with my back to the audience, facing the screen. Even after our rehearsals, no one knew if we would be able to stay in ‘synch’ with the film. I tried to cover that by including some ‘escape hatches’ in the score—fermata where a tympanist or somebody would cover a gap if the music arrived ahead of a particular scene, for example. I’ll never forget that day. It was momentous. People were amazed at the freshness and power of the total experience.”

Emboldened by the success of the venture, Thames Television and Channel Four commissioned Davis to score more silent film classics that were restored/reconstructed by Brownlow and Gill. Among the more than thirty titles were D.W. Griffith’s Broken Blossoms (1919), Chaplin’s City Lights (1931), Douglas Fairbanks’ The Thief of Bagdad (1925), Erich von Stroheim’s Greed (1923), Clarence Brown’s Flesh and the Devil (1926), Victor Seastrom’s The Wind (1928), and two Buster Keaton comedy classics, Our Hospitality (1923) and The General (1926).

“Well, it was a grand gesture,” says Davis; “and what it meant was that every year from that point on we did several of these films. We’re still doing it. I just finished scoring The Phantom of the Opera (1925), with Lon Chaney. It’s a lot of music. Robert Shaw once told me that I’d written ‘several miles of music.’ I guess it really is a lot of ‘mileage,’ all right. But since Napoleon, I’ve gotten wise and have worked with assistant
orchestrators, like Christopher Palmer, David and Colin Matthews, and Nick Raine. But I never tell them, ‘Do it any way you want.’ I’ll prepare an elaborate short score and say, ‘This is an oboe melody; this is a string passage; this is a brass, etc. I’ll get back a draft and mark it up, adding, changing.’

“The man is uncanny,” adds filmmaker Kevin Brownlow during a recent interview with the author. “Carl seems to belong to the silent film era. You listen to the music and you completely relax, knowing that he understands it, he’s got it. It’s not so with other composers I’ve worked with, believe me. And Carl’s a terrific showman, very enthusiastic and completely reliable. I mean, it’s amazing that he can do everything. But, he’s too popular for the classical music critics. He doesn’t get the recognition he deserves.”

No one is more fully aware of the slight than Davis himself. “People think of me as a film composer, but I’m really a composer who writes for films. I remember Miklos Rozsa saying the same thing, that you bring all your inherited or trained baggage as a composer into film. I do think music in itself has affective properties, although I wouldn’t to be too literal about that. It’s a tricky issue. Stravinsky said that music in itself—say, the c-major scale—doesn’t mean anything; but when you play it ‘slowly, with feeling,’ it might elicit some sort of response. Even so, ask three different people and you get three different interpretations.”

His scores for The Wind, Greed, and Our Hospitality demonstrate, respectively, his instrumental ingenuity, methods of paralleling and counterpointing music and image, and his use of leitmotif and theme-and-variation techniques. A masterpiece from the late silent-film era, The Wind was directed by the Swedish master, Victor Seastrom, and starred Lillian Gish as a woman who journeys to the desert southwest and goes mad under the pressure of the eternal wind and sands. “The movie was about a drought, about a very arid part of the American Southwest,” says Davis. “Life was continuously uncomfortable for everybody. I wanted to express the sense of discomfort, to make the audience uncomfortable with the sounds they were hearing. So I cut out all brass and winds, anything that had color; and I limited my palette to the ‘black-and-white’ of strings, keyboard, and percussion. At times I used five percussionists, each with his own group of instruments. By the time you get the storm at its peak, you have five gongs being battered simultaneously, assaulting the audience. Much of the music was aleatoric, written without bar lines. The players have a lot of responsibility for making their own sounds based on just general directions, rather like a mass improvisation. But it actually is tightly controlled—I have to teach it rather than conduct it.”

By contrast, Davis’ music for Greed, Stroheim’s adaptation of Frank Norris’ classic novel McTeague (1899), a grim tale of avarice, madness, and homicide, runs counter to the atmospheric and emotional charge of Stroheim’s stark imagery. “In one scene a cousin is saying goodbye to the dentist. Both are important characters and soon they will be at each other’s throats, trying to kill each other. Do I forecast the oncoming villainy with my music? Well, I thought about it; but no, I finally decided to take my cue from the presence in the shot of a player piano. I just went with the sounds of a piano and sort of ignored the action. But if you listen closely, you’ll hear that I injected a few dissonances into the piano performance and instructed my player to over-pedal some of it—just enough to convey a slight feeling of unease.”

For Our Hospitality, Buster Keaton’s masterpiece about a deadly family rivalry in the Old South, Davis utilizes a classic leitmotiv technique, linking specific themes with characters and situations. For example, there’s a “fate” theme, first introduced in the prologue, that foreshadows the concatenation of events to come. Buster Keaton has his own theme, a lovely, lyric melodic line that recurs in an endless variety of ingenious instrumental and rhythmic guises. In each instance it takes its cue from
and in turn enhances the grand gestures, be they romantic, desperate, or heroic. “Films like these have long gag sequences, where one small joke leads to another, and then another, until there’s a culminating moment. I find that by using one theme and developing it through this series of gags I can participate in Keaton’s method, maybe nudging the sequence along, following it, leading it, and so forth.”

One has to wonder if Davis has ever actually just sat at a piano and accompanied a silent film himself. “Yes, of course,” he replies, “but not in a theater. When I was preparing for the Hollywood series, I’d go over to Thames Television every Tuesday around four in the afternoon and improvise in the screening room with all kinds of old films. Just to get ideas, you know?”

I wonder if any other composers or musicians have started that way. “Well,” Davis answers, eyes twinkling, “off hand, I can think of Virgil Thomson and Shostakovich. And Eugene Ormandy, too. That was in Russia, in his first years. He wouldn’t talk about it, though. He never would admit it.”

Out of all Davis’ eclectic musical pursuits, does there emerge a “signature” or idiosyncratic “sound” common to them all? “People have come to me claiming they hear characteristics of my music recurring in ballets, movies, and silent film scores,” he answers. “They think they are complimenting me, and I accept it for what it’s worth. But I don’t think about that sort of thing for a minute. If you do, you end up thinking, ‘Well, I’ll give a project my World-At-War kind of thing’; or, ‘I’ll give it my French Lieutenant style.’ If you do that, you are in an absolute dead end, creatively. I just try and do what’s right for any given circumstance, whether it’s for the stage, television, or the movies. It’s a big responsibility. If the music is wrong, or overrides the image, or contradicts it, you’re disturbing the creative whole. On the other hand, if it’s doing something that is helping the picture, you are enhancing the event. And that is all the reward any of us ever need.”

Finally, as if all his pursuits did not occupy most of his schedule, Davis takes time each year to conduct live screenings and concert versions of his film scores, as well as programs of film music by esteemed colleagues and mentors like Franz Waxman, Max Steiner, and Dmitri Tiomkin. “You are putting on a performance,” Davis says. “There is a public out there, not a select group like a film society or a university club or an art-house crowd. You’re suddenly doing Napoleon for three thousand people in a big auditorium. I’ve done Chaplin reconstructions in Tel Aviv, in Los Angeles, in Seattle, in Hong Kong for four thousand people, three nights sold out.”

One wonders what lies ahead for this versatile artist. There is no doubting, however, that whatever may come, Carl Davis and his music will be ready.

—John C. Tibbetts

Note to the Carl Davis Interviews
For a fine compilation of Carl Davis’s film and television scores, see Carl Davis: The Royal Philharmonic Collection, on the Tring label (TRP099). Davis conducts the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra in a program of music from The World at War, Pride and Prejudice, The French Lieutenant’s Woman, and Napoleon.

Carl Davis: The Napoleonic Gesture
by John C. Tibbetts
When Greta Garbo fiercely kisses John Gilbert in *Flesh and the Devil* (1927), Buster Keaton dives off a cliff in *Our Hospitality* (1923), and Lillian Gish goes mad in *The Wind* (1928), it is composer Carl Davis who supplies the accompanying musical gestures. “It’s very hard to get emotionally engaged with a silent image,” he says, “unless you can bring to it music that informs the picture, enhances it, brings out the viewer’s intuitive and emotional responses.”

Davis’ career as a silent-film composer began in 1980 with his music for the five-hour restoration of Abel Gance’s 1927 masterpiece, *Napoleon*. Since then, he has composed scores for dozens of silent classics, many of which are available on videocassette on the Thames Video and MGM/UA labels. He can point with pride to the many other classically-trained composers who have proceeded him in silent film scoring, like Camille Saint-Saens (*L’Assasssinat de duc de Guise*, 1909), Eric Satie (*Entr’acte*, 1924), Paul Hindemith (*Krazy Kat at the Circus*, 1927), and Jacques Ibert (*The Italian Straw Hat*, 1927), to name just a few. However, Davis belongs to a far more select handful of composers, those who have composed for both silent and sound films. With the music for Karel Reisz’ *The French Lieutenant’s Woman* (1981), Ken Russell’s *The Rainbow* (1988), and many television series, like the recent *Pride and Prejudice* (1996), he joins Dimitri Shostakovich, for example, who not only worked in the silent period on *The New Babylon* (1929) but who scored Grigory Kosintsev’s sound film, *Hamlet* (1963).

“From my first movie at age four, I have been interested in films,” recounts Davis. “Which to me meant being also interested in film music. Even in the so-called silent movies, which I saw at the Museum of Modern Art, the idea of accompanying music fascinated me. Now, in addition to my concerts, ballets, and recording projects, it’s a regular part of what I do for a living.”

It’s an uncharacteristically bright January day in the suburb of Barnes, just over the Hammersmith bridge from South London. Davis lives here, in what he calls “an odd corner of London,” tucked in among the winding streets and picturesque houses. History drips from its pores. Portions of the local church preserve the original Norman architecture. Nearby dwellings date back to the early seventeenth century, to the days of cloaks and daggers, when Queen Elizabeth and her entourage
would sail up the river in her barge for a game of bowls. Up the street is the Olympic Building, where the early “flickers” used to flash across the big screen at the turn of the century.

Carl Davis’ home is itself a cross-section of local history. Its rambling structure dates back to 1910, but its interior has been recently refurbished into living rooms and working areas ideally designed for both the family man and the working professional. Here, in the top-floor study, sunlight pours through the windows, burnishing the large black concert grand and glancing off the glass-framed wall poster announcing the 1980 London premiere of Napoleon. Look twice at the picture and you realize there’s something amiss: That’s Davis’ face beaming wryly at you from below the brim of Napoleon’s three-cornered hat!—the first inkling of this eminent composer/conductor/showman’s puckish sense of humor.

As we share our mid-morning tea, book shelves crowd around us, bulging with thousands of items, ranging from recordings of Bix Beiderbecke to opera scores by Bellini and Delibes. A BAFTA (British Academy of Film and Television Arts) award, in recognition of his score for The French Lieutenant’s Woman, adorns a side table. Strewn across the piano are manuscript sketches for a new work for Channel Four television, A Dance to the Music of Time.

Poised between history old and new, music classical and pop, movies silent and sound, the sixty-year old Carl Davis keeps his options open. Although he’s a native of Brooklyn, New York, he’s been living in London for many years. Yet—“I am emphatically not an English citizen,” he declares. “I don’t want to close the door. I still have very strong emotional ties to America.”

However, he ruefully admits his education in America was a “checkered” affair. Years spent at one of the city colleges in Queens he refers to as a “disaster” But later at the New England Conservatory of Music he met two men who were to become influential mentors, Boris Goldovsky and Robert Shaw. “I was impassioned about opera in those days, and Goldovsky had a special talent for making it accessible to general audiences. That’s something I’ve never forgotten. Then, in 1954 Shaw came up to prepare a chorus for a recording for RCA. I was only eighteen and very bold. So I got a job with him as accompanist. We toured the States and did a lot of recordings. I learned a lot about blending the popular and classical repertoires (which, come to think of it, I’ve
been doing ever since!). We continued to work together in the early ‘60s when he toured Eastern Europe and when he went to Moscow to do the first performance of the Bach B Minor Mass. There are a lot of negative things you could say about Shaw, but he was brilliant at getting a chorus to sing. There was always that distinctive sound, no matter how large or small his forces, or whose voices were performing. He was able to impose his personality on the chorus, and I think that was a very good thing.”

A defining moment for Davis came one day when the Shaw Chorale arrived in Philadelphia for a concert date. “It was a sort of mystical thing,” he recalls, “—at least for me. I was downtown, standing in the center of a music store where a lot of blank manuscript pages were laid out on a table. I looked at the white pages, and it suddenly struck me—‘God, I want to fill that up; that looks very attractive to me! To this day, I can’t stand to see empty staves! I’m superstitious about it!”

After scoring the now-legendary Thames Television documentary series called The World at War in the mid-seventies, Davis met the famed historian/filmmaker Kevin Brownlow. History was made—and re-made, as it were—when the two collaborated in 1980 on another Thames documentary series, Hollywood, a thirteen-hour celebration of the glory days of the American silent film. “It was an immediate success all over the world,” says Davis. “In the euphoria of all that, I thought, ‘Now that I’ve composed music for three-or-four hundred movie excerpts, why don’t I try to score a complete silent film?’ Kevin, meantime, had restored the complete Napoleon. Eventually, there would be two rival versions of his restoration—Francis Ford Coppola’s American version, scored by his father, Carmine [who had scored The Godfather], which had to be cut down to around four hours; and ours, the complete one, which would clock in at five hours. We got the ‘okay’ for the funding from Thames in August, and the premiere was to be on November 30. So I had to put together five hours of music in just three months!”

A daunting challenge, indeed—the longest score ever composed for a film. “It’s very hard to get emotionally engaged with a silent image,” Davis says, “unless you can bring to it music that informs the picture, enhances it, brings out the viewer’s intuitive and emotional responses.”
I glance once again at the afore-mentioned Napoleon poster on the far wall, the one with Davis’ own features peering out from under the hat. Methinks this is no whimsical piece of identification. Davis, the upstart American, like the legendary Corsican, is capable of some “Napoleonic gestures” of his own.

Under the supervision of producer David Gill and Brownlow, Davis worked in the fashion he continues to pursue to this day: For Napoleon’s strictly historical sequences he wrought an eclectic blend of classical quotations from composers contemporary to Napoleon’s time, like Mehul, Gretry, Gossec, and, of course, Beethoven. He culled authentic tunes and folk songs from the Revolutionary period. And he included a homage to Napoleon’s original composer, Arthur Honegger, appropriating Honegger’s setting of Mehul’s ‘Chant du depart’ in counterpoint to the Marseillaise. “I knew that silent film composers always drew upon the classics,” Davis says, “so it seemed a valid thing to do.” Indeed, amassing the score was a veritable “research project,” as he calls it. “I learned all sorts of things. For example, when I found out that Napoleon once remarked he could listen to an aria from Paisiello’s opera, Nina, every day of his life, I decided to use it in the picnic scene in Corsica.” For scenes of a more subjective nature, Davis composed original music of his own, such as the “Eagle” theme, a recurring leitmotif in tandem with Gance’s repeated imagery of the Napoleonic bird as a symbol of the French “spirit of freedom.”

Napoleon premiered on a Sunday morning, November 30, 1980, at the Empire Theater in Leicester Square. “It seemed like all of London was there,” recalls Davis. “The Wren Orchestra was in the pit and I conducted with my back to the audience, facing the screen. Even after our rehearsals, no one knew if we would be able to stay in ‘synch’ with the film. I tried to cover that by including some ‘escape hatches’ in the score—fermata where a tympanist or somebody would cover a gap if the music arrived ahead of a particular scene, for example. I’ll never forget that day. It was momentous. People were amazed at the freshness and power of the total experience.”

Emboldened by the success of the venture, Thames Television and Channel Four commissioned Davis to score more silent film classics that were produced/reconstructed by Brownlow and Gill. Among the many were D.W. Griffith’s Broken Blossoms, Chaplin’s City
Lights, Fairbanks’ *The Thief of Bagdad*, Stroheim’s *Greed*, Garbo’s *Flesh and the Devil*, Keaton’s *The General* and *Our Hospitality*.

“Well, it was a grand gesture,” says Davis; “and what it meant was that every year from that point on we did several of these films. We’re still doing it. I just finished scoring *The Phantom of the Opera*, with Lon Chaney. It’s a lot of music. Robert Shaw once told me that I’d written ‘several miles of music.’ I guess it really is a lot of ‘mileage,’ all right. But since *Napoleon*, I’ve gotten wise and have worked with assistant orchestrators, like Christopher Palmer, David and Colin Matthews, and Nick Raine. But I never tell them, ‘Do it any way you want.’ I’ll prepare an elaborate short score and say, ‘This is an oboe melody; this is a string passage; this is a brass, etc. I’ll get back a draft and mark it up, adding, changing.’

“The man is uncanny,” says Brownlow. “Carl seems to belong to that era. You listen to the music and you completely relax, knowing that he understands it, he’s got it. It’s not so with other composers I’ve worked with, believe me. And Carl’s a terrific showman, very enthusiastic and completely reliable. I mean, it’s amazing that he can do everything. But, he’s too popular for the classical music critics. He doesn’t get the recognition he deserves.”

No one is more fully aware of the slight than Davis himself. “People think of me as a film composer, but I’m really a composer who writes for films. I remember Miklos Rozsa saying the same thing, that you bring all your inherited or trained baggage as a composer into film. I do think music in itself has affective properties, although I wouldn’t to be too literal about that. It’s a tricky issue. Stravinsky said that music in itself doesn’t mean anything; but when you play it ‘slowly, with feeling,’ or something like that, it will elicit some sort of response. Even so, ask three different people and you get three different interpretations.”

His scores for *The Wind*, *Greed*, and *Our Hospitality* demonstrate, respectively, his instrumental ingenuity, methods of paralleling and counterpointing music and image, and his use of leitmotiv and theme-and-variation techniques. *The Wind* stars Lillian Gish as a woman who journeys to the desert southwest and goes mad under the pressure of the eternal wind and sands. “I wanted to express the sense of discomfort in such a harsh environment, to make the audience
uncomfortable with the sounds they were hearing. So I cut out all brass and winds, anything that had color; and I limited my palette to the ‘black-and-white’ of strings, keyboard, and percussion. At times I used five percussionists, each with his own group of instruments. By the time you get the storm at its peak, you have five gongs being battered simultaneously, assaulting the audience. Much of the music was aleatoric, written without bar lines. The players have a lot of responsibility for making their own sounds based on just general directions, rather like a mass improvisation. But it actually is tightly controlled—I have to teach it rather than conduct it.”

By contrast, scenes in Greed feature music that runs counter to the emotional charge of the image. “In one scene a cousin is saying goodbye to the dentist. Both are important characters and soon they will be at each other’s throats, trying to kill each other. Do you forecast the oncoming villainy with your music? No, I decided to take my cue from the presence in the shot of a player piano. I just stayed with the piano sounds and seemingly ignored the action. But actually, I injected a few dissonances into the music and instructed my player to over-pedal some of it—just enough to convey a slight feeling of unease.”

For Our Hospitality, Davis utilizes a classic leitmotiv technique, linking specific themes with characters and situations. There’s even a “fate” theme, first introduced in the prologue, foreshadowing the concatenation of events to come. Buster Keaton’s own theme, a lovely, lyric melodic line, recurs in an endless variety of ingenious instrumental and rhythmic guises, taking its cue from and in turn enhancing the grand gestures, be they romantic, desperate, or heroic.

Davis takes time each year to conduct live screenings and concert versions of his film scores, as well as programs of music by esteemed colleagues and mentors like Franz Waxman, Max Steiner, and Dmitri Tiomkin. “You are putting on a performance,” he says. “There is a public out there, not a select group like a film society or a university club or an art-house crowd. You’re suddenly doing Napoleon for three thousand people in a big auditorium. I’ve done Chaplin reconstructions in Tel Aviv, in Los Angeles, in Seattle, in Hong Kong for four thousand people, three nights sold out.”
Finally, I wonder if he’s ever actually sat at a piano and accompanied a silent film himself. “Yes, of course,” he replies, “but not in a theater. When I was preparing for the Hollywood series, I’d go over to Thames Television every Tuesday around four in the afternoon and improvise in the screening room with all kinds of old films. Just to get ideas, you know?”

I wonder if any other composers or musicians have started that way.

“Well,” Davis answers, eyes twinkling, “off hand, I can think of Virgil Thomson and Shostakovich. And Eugene Ormandy, too. That was in Russia, in his first years. He wouldn’t talk about it, though. He never would admit it.”

John C. Tibbetts

END NOTES


2 Music accompanied silent films from the very beginning, with the projection of a program of films by the Lumière brothers in the Grand Café on the Boulevard des Capucines in Paris on 28 December 1895. The Saint-Saens score for L’Assassinat de Duc de Guise was later published as a concert piece, his Opus 128 for strings, piano, and harmonium. Satie’s score for Rene Clair’s Entr’acte (1923) has been cited by historian Martin Miller Marks as “the first original film score of consequence by an avant-garde composer.” (167) The film was originally inserted between two acts of the ballet, Relache, which premiered at the Theatre Champs-Elysees on 4 December 1924. The music is a unified, continuous piece, scored for a small orchestra and lasting twenty minutes. For a detailed account, see Marks, Martin Miller, Music and the Silent Film: Contexts and Case Studies, 1895-1924 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1997): 167-185.

Through-composed scores like these were comparatively rare, since the majority of music accompaniments in the silent era were compilations of previously published material with original composition limited to bridge passages and possibly a distinctive theme. For more information about the role classical composers played in silent-film scoring, see Kalinak, Kathryn, Settling the Score: Music and the Classical Hollywood Film (University of Wisconsin Press, 1992): 48-65; Marks, Martin Miller, Music and the Silent Film; Prendergast, Roy M., Film Music: A Neglected Art (New York: W.W. Norton, 1977): 3-18.

3 The author wishes to thank Mr. Paul Wing for assistance in arranging the interview with Carl Davis.
4 Charles Gross scored the film.


Author’s interview with Kevin Brownlow, 20 July 1999, London.